BLAST-IT
DESCRIPTION
Blast-It is an industrial strength; water soluble, nonflammable butyl solvent detergent degreaser, which
incorporates, advanced concepts in chemical soil removal. It will effectively remove a wide variety of soils
common to industrial, institutional and commercial facilities including accumulations of grease, oil, dirt, soot,
smoke, food, and light rust stains. Blast-It handles grease and grime with quick ease while assuring the
removal of build-up not cleaned by normal cleaning procedures. At full strength Blast-It will strip paint on
most surfaces and allow for easy removal. Diluted to proper ratios, Blast-It is safe on most surfaces.

INSTRUCTIONS
When cleaning heavy grease and grime from engines, metal, floors or equipment where paint removal is
wanted Blast-It should be used at full strength. When cleaning heavy grease and grime from engines, metal,
floors or equipment where paint removal is not desired Blast-It should be first diluted with water. Refer to
label for proper dilutions. Blast-It may be diluted up to 200-1 for light duty jobs such as cleaning walls and
floors or presoaking parts. When using Blast-It, make sure entire area is covered by water to insure
complete contact with solution. Do not allow this product to dry on glass, plastic or soft metals to prevent
possible etching or pitting. Rinse these surfaces. Care should be taken to test a small area prior to use for
desired results.

FEATURES




Works well on all surfaces
Safe to use on painted surfaces and soft metals
Works equally well in all types of water regardless of hardness

SPECIFICATIONS
Appearance:
Blue Liquid
Odor:
Sweet
Specific gravity: 1.06
pH:
11.5-12.5

Biodegradable:
USDA Approval:
Detergency:

Yes
Yes
Excellent

SAFETY
Keep out of the reach of children! Product is harmful if swallowed. Users should take care to avoid skin
contact when using full strength and not allow product to splash into eyes. For skin or eye contact, flush area
with clear water for 15 minutes. In the case of eye contact consult physician immediately. Always wash
hands completely after use of product.
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